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CHECKLIST – INTERNS & VOLUNTEERS 

 
1. Is the intern/volunteer on a government sponsored scheme? 

(if so the provisions of the particular scheme should be followed) 
 

 

2. Have you considered what duties the intern or volunteer will be carrying out? 
(If they are doing the same work as other employees this could lead to them being deemed 
employees for employment legislation purposes including minimum wage) 
 

 

3. Are the intern/volunteer duties something through which they will gain training or learning? 
(Training must be for the benefit of the intern/volunteer and an essential part of the relationship) 
 

 

4. Consider putting in place an arrangement with a local college through which interns/work 
experience placements can be organised 
(Educational or Training Schemes will reduce the risk of them being deemed employees) 
 

 

5. Consider giving the intern/volunteer the option to refuse tasks and chose when to work  
(This will reduce the risk of them being deemed employees under employment legislation) 
 

 

6. Ensure that interns/volunteers are not expected to work overtime  
 

 

7. Ensure that interns/volunteers are getting the relevant breaks and rest periods under the 
Organisation of Working Time Act 1997  
 

 

8. Consider the age of interns/volunteers – do the provisions of the Protection of Young Persons 
(Employment) Act 1996 apply to them? 
 

 

9. Avoid using language in your intern/volunteer arrangements that is akin to language used in your 
employment contracts 
 

 

10. Avoid making payments to interns/volunteers that could be construed as wages – clearly identify 
any payments that are being made to cover expenses 
 

 

11. Avoid providing the same benefits and perks to interns and volunteers as you do to employees 
 

 

12. Ensure that interns/volunteers are aware of all health and safety procedures  
 

 

13. Bullying and harassment policies should cover all persons on site including interns/volunteers – 
ensure the policy is provided to them 
 

 

14. Interns/volunteers have the same data protection rights as employees and so their data should be 
processed with the same protections 
 

 

15. After reviewing the situation in its entirety, consider if the relationship is actually an employment 
relationship and should be more appropriately dealt with by way of fixed term or specific contract 
 

 

 


